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Designing for Interaction: Creating Smart Applications and Clever Devices (Voices That Matter)Peachpit Press, 2006
Explore the new design discipline that is behind such products as the iPod and innovative Web sites like Flicer. While other books on this subject are either aimed at more seasoned practitioners or else are too focused on a particular medium like software, this guide will take a more holistic approach to the discipline, looking at interaction...
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Thinking Animation: Bridging the Gap Between 2D and CGCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Learn how to think before you animate. Thinking Animation is a one-of-a-kind book that emphasizes how artists can use traditional animation techniques and principles with the computer generated animation technology of today. Written by seasoned animators with experience in both 2D and CG, Thinking Animation is an exquisite guide aimed at...
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Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2001
If you can think of the problem, Internetworking Troubleshooting Handbook probably has the solution--at least when it comes to networking problems. This 714-page tome is absolutely phenomenal in scope. Though you may not find in-depth scholarly discussions of networking woes, you will find pragmatic tips that can help you through an...
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Deficit: Why Should I Care?Apress, 2011

	At the turn of this century, the American national debt stood at just under $6 trillion and the deficit at a "mere" $86 billion. Today, the national debt has topped $14 trillion, and the yearly deficit for 2011 is projected at a whopping $1.4 trillion.


	According to the U.S. Treasury Department's Annual...
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Socially Responsible IT ManagementDigital Press, 2002
"A recommended read for all IT professionals and a must read for those in management."Tom Molnar, business systems analyst

"The combination of practicality, ease of implementation, and positive return on investment is what makes this book work so well. The easy-to-implement action steps makes dealing with these ten social...
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Strategies for Managing Is/It PersonnelIGI Global, 2003
As IT staff shortages are being experienced worldwide, with a huge gap between the number of positions available for IS/IT workers and the number of available qualified workers to fill them. The major factors that have contributed to the IS/IT crisis include lack of understanding of the career orientations of IS personnel; high IS staff...
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Investing Without Borders: How Six Billion Investors Can Find Profits in the Global EconomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An insightful examination of the skills needed to be a proactive investor and find diverse investment opportunities in the emerging economy


	There is no little league on Wall Street and no white belts. Here or abroad, you are put in immediately with the black belts – the best and the brightest. Think like an amateur and they...
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Europe in Crisis: Bolt from the Blue?Routledge, 2012

	This book analyzes the European Great Recession of 2008-12, its economic and social causes, its historical roots, and the policies adopted by the European Union to find a way out of it. It contains explicit debates with several economists and analysts on some of the most controversial questions about the causes of the crisis and the policies...
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Interactive Collaborative Information Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	The increasing complexity of our world demands new perspectives on the role of technology in human decision making. We need new technology to cope with the increasingly complex and information-rich nature of our modern society. This is particularly true for critical environments such as crisis management and traffic management, where humans...
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Researching Risk and Uncertainty: Methodologies, Methods and Research Strategies (Critical Studies in Risk and Uncertainty)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Understanding and managing risk and uncertainty is a central task in contemporary societies characterised by rapid social, technological and environmental change.

		

		This book presents research approaches used by scholars who all share a passion to gain new insights in how individuals, organisations and societies...
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Leadership Growth Through Crisis: An Investigation of Leader Development During Tumultuous Circumstances (Christian Faith Perspectives in Leadership and Business)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This edited collection uses a biblical lens to explore how to lead effectively and grow in a crisis situation. The chapters examine topics such as communicating through crisis, developing organizations and leaders through crisis, personal crisis and leadership development, and ethics and morality in crisis. Case studies include David's...
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Practical Methods of Financial Engineering and Risk Management: Tools for Modern Financial ProfessionalsApress, 2014

	Risk control, capital allocation, and realistic derivative pricing and hedging are critical concerns for major financial institutions and individual traders alike. Events from the collapse of Lehman Brothers to the Greek sovereign debt crisis demonstrate the urgent and abiding need for statistical tools...
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